AVAILABLE IN: PROpane OR DIESEL DUMP OR NON DUMP

CHOOSE FROM MULTIPLE ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

1. HEAVY DUTY DIAMOND PLATE FENDERS
2. SINGLE SCISSOR LIFT HYDRAULIC DUMP OPTION
3. DUAL LOADING DOORS OPEN FRONT TO BACK
4. RECESSED BATTERY BOX
5. PROTECTED DIESEL CONTROL PANEL
6. PROTECTED BURNER LOCATED ABOVE THE FRAME IN STEEL ENCLOSURE
7. SHOCK ASSISTED LOADING DOOR HANDLES REQUIRING LESS THAN 15LBS. OF PRESSURE TO OPEN
8. HEAVY DUTY 8” CHANNEL STEEL FRAME. INDUSTRY LEADING 5 YEAR WARRANTY ON TRAILER FRAME

Heat Retention: Triple Wall Construction with high efficiency insulation
Temperature Control: Thermastically controlled heating system for better fuel efficiency
Cost Savings: Maintain HMA for up to 48 hours or Reclaim bulk stored virgin HMA
Low Maintenance: Burner and key components mounted above frame and in steel enclosure
Ease of Use: Front to back loading doors with cantilevered handles
Diesel or Propane Fired (2 30Lb. Propane Cylinders included with Propane units)
52” Dump feature (additional option)